Chisholm’s bound notebooks:

These have been re-grouped according to Chisholm’s own combined letter/numbering system (noted in parentheses at the end of each entry) insofar as this can now be ascertained. They are arranged in a broadly chronological series, but note that unused portions in some notebooks were re-used at a later date. Clearly, not all series are complete. Many notebooks probably comprise material for Chisholm’s *Handbook of Commercial Geography* (1889, and later editions). Most of the notebooks include a rough index.

[For discussion see M.J. Wise, ‘A university teacher of geography’, *Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers* (Nov. 1975)].

Ms Gen. 1060/1 Dictates of Professor Masson, classes of Rhetoric and the History of English Literature, University of Edinburgh, taken by George Goudie Chisholm, 6 Nov 1867 - c.March 1868; ms, 1 bound notebook. (I)

Ms Gen. 1060/2 Dictates of Professor Fraser, class of Moral Philosophy and Metaphysics, University of Edinburgh, taken by George Goudie Chisholm, 8 Nov 1867; ms, 1 bound notebook. (II)

Ms Gen. 1060/3 G.G. Chisholm, ‘Essay on the nature and origin of our knowledge of extension and space’, Class of Metaphysics, University of Edinburgh, 1867-8 (3 March 1868 - Nov 1870); ms, 1 bound notebook. (III)

Ms Gen. 1060/4 ‘[Meteorological] register kept at Castlecary from June 1877’ by G.G. Chisholm; ms and printed newspaper cuttings of meteorological reports laid in (1877-8).

Ms Gen. 1060/5 Notes from lectures given by Professor Ewart, class of Natural History, University of Edinburgh, summer session 1882, taken down by G.G. Chisholm. Part I. Vertebrates; ms, 1 bound notebook.

Ms Gen. 1060/6 Notes from lectures given by Professor Ewart, class of Natural History, University of Edinburgh, summer session 1882, taken down by G.G. Chisholm. Part II. Invertebrates. With later notes and extracts inserted on a variety of unrelated topics (c.1924); ms, 1 bound notebook.

Ms Gen. 1060/7 Notebook describing the elements of language and word usage derived from sources, arranged alphabetically. With additional ?later notes, including ‘Notes regarding Chambers’ Articles’ (pp.61-66), (nd); ms, 1 bound notebook. (I)

Ms Gen. 1060/8 An alphabetical list of zoological terms with references, later employed by
Chisholm to record contractions and other notes for his *Gazetteer* (1895). Includes instructions to an editor, 25 Jan 1894 (sect. ‘C’) and diaries of correspondence with various contributors, 1894-5 (sects. ‘B’, ‘R’, ‘S’, etc.); mainly ms, 1 bound notebook.

Ms Gen. 1060/9 Mainly notes and extracts from a variety of publications on various towns and regions, possibly for his *Gazetteer* (1895); ms, 1 bound notebook. (B0)

Ms Gen. 1060/10 Notes and numerous calculations relating to economic geography and population of various towns and regions; [before 1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B1)

Ms Gen. 1060/11 Calculations of British imports (1870s-80s) with additional notes regarding world trade [c.1889]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B2)

Ms Gen. 1060/12 Notes and calculations relating to world trade and commerce [c.1889]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B3)

Ms Gen. 1060/13 Notes and extracts from various publications regarding world trade, commerce, and economic products; some calculations [c.1889]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B4)

Ms Gen. 1060/14 Notes and extracts from various publications regarding world geography; some calculations [c.1889]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B5)

Ms Gen. 1060/15 Notes and extracts from various publications regarding world trade, commerce, and economic products; some calculations [c.1889]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B6)

Ms Gen. 1060/16 Calculations on the trade of India; notes on the construction of maps for the *Handbook of Commercial Geography* (1889), etc. [c.1889]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B7)

Ms Gen. 1060/17 Notes and extracts from various sources mainly on world commercial geography and railways; some calculations [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B8)

Ms Gen. 1060/18 Notes and statistics on world trade, commercial products and raw materials [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (B9)

Ms Gen. 1060/19 Notes, extracts, statistics and calculations, mainly relating to commercial geography. Notes, queries, and heads of paragraphs for Chisholm’s *Longman’s School Geography for India and Ceylon* (1891) (pp.8-14, and passim), [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C0)

Ms Gen. 1060/20 ‘Notes and extracts on sundry topics’, including extensive extracts from C. Darwin’s *Variation*, A. Wallace, R.L. Stevenson, J. Locke, etc.; some notes on commercial geography; detailed estimates of time required to finish the *Gazetteer* (1895) and a work on railways (pp.292-5) (last note dated 28 Aug 1893); ms, 1 bound notebook. (*C)

Ms Gen. 1060/21 Economic statistics relating to world trade and commerce; notes on railways, coal, etc. [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C2)
Ms Gen. 1060/22  Notes for the Indian edition of *Longman’s School Geography* (1891) (pp.362ff); together with various notes and extracts, mainly on economic geography, [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C3)

Ms Gen. 1060/23  ‘Notes relating to omissions, variations in spelling &c in Appleton’s Atlas of the U.S. compared with the census’ (pp.401-57); alterations, lists of towns, locations, etc. for maps of India and Germany, [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C4)

Ms Gen. 1060/24  Lists of towns, calculations of altitudes, and notes on various geographical topics and on languages (Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Malay) [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C5)

Ms Gen. 1060/25  Calculations of altitudes for locations in Italy, Austria and Bosnia; [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C6)

Ms Gen. 1060/26  Notes, extracts, and economic statistics relating to world trade and commercial geography; calculations of altitudes [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C7)

Ms Gen. 1060/27  Calculations of trade statistics, and rainfall (Russia and Siberia); extracts from geographical publications (many relating to Asia (pp.846-72) in another hand), [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C8)

Ms Gen. 1060/28  Notes and extracts from various geographical and travel publications; lists of town populations; altitude and rainfall calculations), [c.1890]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (C9)

Ms Gen. 1060/29  Notes, extracts and data on a variety of geographical topics, some in another neat hand from a later date; data probably for Chisholm’s *Gazetteer* (1895), [c1892]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (D0)

Ms Gen. 1060/30  Annotated lists of articles for Chisholm’s *Gazetteer* (1895), with names and addresses of contributors including Prince Peter Kropotkin; (annotations dated 1893-5); ms, 1 bound notebook. (D1)

Ms Gen. 1060/31  Calculations of altitudes, population densities, areas, etc for Chisholm’s *Gazetteer* (1895); ‘Instructions with regard to the second revision of the MS’, [c.1894]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (D2)

Ms Gen. 1060/32  Data calculations and list of queries presumably for Chisholm’s *Gazetteer* (1895), [c.1894]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (D3)

Ms Gen. 1060/33  Various calculations, notes, and extracts, presumably for Chisholm’s *Gazetteer* (1895), [c.1894]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (D4)

Ms Gen. 1060/34  A variety of extracts from publications, many historical and mainly relating to commercial geography; some trade calculations, [c. 1894]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (D5)

Ms Gen. 1060/35  A variety of extracts from publications, mainly relating to historical geography, [c. 1895]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (D6)

Ms Gen. 1060/36  Notes on the historical geography of England apparently for a proposed
Notes for a book, extracts from publications, and newspaper cuttings, many relating to the first world war and Germany (1898-1919); ms, 1 bound notebook. (D8)

Notes and extracts from various publications, mainly, but not exclusively, relating to commercial geography; includes notes for a lecture on tea, coffee, and cocoa (pp.915-23), [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (D9)

Notes and extracts relating to the historical commercial geography of Britain, [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (E0-1)

Detailed notes for a series of lectures by Chisholm for his course on ‘commercial geography and history’, especially on Italy; ms, 2 newspaper cuttings tipped in, 1 dated 1906; 1 bound notebook. (E 8-9)

Extracts and notes, mainly on commercial geography and history; notes on the structure and layout of Stanford’s Europe (dated May 1897); ms, 1 bound notebook. (F 0-1)

Detailed notes for Lectures V-VII, probably in the commercial geography and history series [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (F 4-5 L 2) (12)

Detailed notes for Lecture VIII (English commerce in the Middle Ages) - X, and Part II, Lect. I, probably in the commercial geography and history series [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (F 6-7) (13)

Detailed notes and text for lectures (Part II, Lect. II - Lect. VI) on world commercial geography, with several cuttings from publications tipped in [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (F 8-9)

Detailed notes and text for lectures (Second Series, Lect. VII - Lect. IX) on world commercial geography (pp.86-184); various notes on commercial geography (pp.1-85); [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (G 0-1)

Notes, extracts and calculations on commercial geography [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (G 1)

Detailed notes and text for lectures (Second series, Lect. X; and Third series, Lect. I - III) on world commercial geography, with a few cuttings from newspapers tipped in [c1890s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (G 2-3)

Detailed notes and text for lectures (Third series, Lect. IV - V) on world commercial geography; details of essay subjects set with reading suggestions (Sept. 1898) (pp.487-499); ‘Notes for honours course, Edinburgh University, 1910’ (pp.500-529); diary of teaching, exams, subjects covered, and appointments, Edinburgh University and Moray House (?1910-18) (pp.528a-end); ms, 1 bound notebook. (G 4-5)

Text of lectures on ‘A century of English commerce’ and ‘Lect. I. Introductory to entire course’, apparently written for Chisholm’s university extension course; interleaved with names, addresses, marks, and some comments on students at Edinburgh, [c1890s-1920s]; ms, 1 bound notebook.
Ms Gen. 1060/50  Student class marks: Deptford (1898-9), Finsbury (1898-9), Marylebone (1900-01), Birkbeck (1900-01); some data on lake basins, etc.; ms, 1 bound notebook. (G 8-9)

Ms Gen. 1060/51  Notes and extracts from various publications, mainly historical and commercial geography; 1 press cutting tipped in; ms, 1 bound notebook. (h 0)

Ms Gen. 1060/52  Text for two lectures on China, with lists of slides shown; extracts from relevant publications; some cuttings from publications tipped in; ms, 1 bound notebook. (h 1)

Ms Gen. 1060/53  Notes and extracts from publications, mainly on China, but also British West Africa, etc. [c1900]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (h 2)

Ms Gen. 1060/54  Notes and extracts from publications, mainly on world commercial geography and railways [c1900]; ms and some printed cuttings, 1 bound notebook. (h 3)

Ms Gen. 1060/55  Notes and extracts from publications on China, Scotland, etc [c1901]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (h 4)

Ms Gen. 1060/56  Notes, data, and extracts from publications mainly on Europe and Scotland, including queries for publications (viz: article on Europe for Encyclopaedia Britannica; and Stanford’s Europe), [c1901]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (h 5)

Ms Gen. 1060/57  Diary entries detailing progress on the 4th and 5th editions of Chisholm’s Handbook of Commercial geography, including details of correspondence and instructions (1902-3); various other notes and extracts; ms, 1 bound notebook. (h 7)

Ms Gen. 1060/58  Text and notes for lectures on Egypt, Syria, Persia, Greece, etc; 1 newspaper cutting dated Nov. 1914 tipped in; ms, 1 bound notebook. (j 9) (81)

Ms Gen. 1060/59  Notes for lectures on ‘Openings for British trade’: Lect. I - IV (China), Lect. VI (India), Lect. VIII (frontier trade), with several press cuttings tipped in; notes and extracts from various publications including J.H. Oldham, Christianity and the race problem (?), and Willoughby, Race problems in the new Africa (Oxford: 1923); ms, 1 bound notebook. (i 0) (83)

Ms Gen. 1060/60  Notes and text for lectures on ‘Openings for British trade’ Part II: Lectures I (Canada) - X (New Zealand), with several press cuttings tipped in; ms, 1 bound notebook. (i 1)

Ms Gen. 1060/61  Notes and text for lectures on ‘Openings for British trade’ Part III: Lectures I - III), with several press cuttings tipped in [c1901]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (i 2) (85)

Ms Gen. 1060/62  Lists of marks awarded to students at ?Portsmouth; extended extracts from several publications including Romanin, Storia documentata di Venezia (1853-6), C.Bucher, Industrial evolution (1901), etc.; details of exams set in the Department of Geography, Edinburgh University, and Moray House;
notes on map projections and ordnance survey maps; ms, 1 bound notebook. (i 6)

Ms Gen. 1060/63 Diary of Chisholm’s travels in Germany (?)1899) and Italy (1900); notes and extracts from publications on Scotland, the historical geography of Europe, including extended extracts from Philippson’s *Europa*, Vidal de la Blache, etc; extracts from McCrindle’s translations of Greek writers on India; [c1899-1912]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (i 7)

Ms Gen. 1060/64 Notes on the teaching of geography to juveniles (pp.801-2); text and notes for Lect. X (Siberia) in the series ‘Commercial development of the 19th century, Series II’; notes for lectures on the history of commerce given to the Chamber of Commerce; extracts from various publications including Romanin, *Storia documentata di Venezia*; [c1900-12]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (i 8)

Ms Gen. 1060/65 Various ‘notes of answers’; notes on revisions for the 8th edition of Chisholm’s *Handbook of Commercial geography* (1911); notes from Consular Reports; diary of work required and communications with ‘E.J.H.’, Messrs Longmans, etc; probably regarding the production of a new edition of Chisholm’s *Handbook of Commercial geography*; various other extracts and notes; [1910-11 ]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (i 9)

Ms Gen. 1060/66 Notes and text for lectures on ‘U.K trade since 1850’; many press cuttings tipped in (dated 1917-23); ms, 1 bound notebook. (1)

Ms Gen. 1060/67 Notes and text for lectures on European trade; many related press cuttings tipped in (dated 1918-22); ms, 1 bound notebook. (11)

Ms Gen. 1060/68 Notes and text apparently for lectures on European trade; 1 related press cutting tipped in (dated 1923); ms, 1 bound notebook. (12)

Ms Gen. 1060/69 Notes and text apparently for lectures mainly on North American trade; related press cuttings tipped in (dated 1913-16); ms, 1 bound notebook. (13)

Ms Gen. 1060/70 Notes and extracts from various publications on world trade and commerce [c1914]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (15) (95)

Ms Gen. 1060/71 Notes and extracts from various publications on world trade and commerce; notes on progress and correspondence (dated 1913) regarding the preparation of the 9th edition of Chisholm’s *Handbook of Commercial geography* (1922); ms, 1 bound notebook. (17)

Ms Gen. 1060/72 Notes and extracts on a variety of topics including coastal erosion, co-op credit societies, Malthus, and Palestine [c1914 or later]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (18)

Ms Gen. 1060/73 Notes from *Handbuch Wirtschaft Deutschland* and various other publications, mainly relating to transport and commercial geography; [c1910-12]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (19)

Ms Gen. 1060/74 Notes and extracts on various topics including geology, ‘geography known to the ancients and Arabs’, and ‘discovery of the seaway to India’; extended extracts from Edward M. East, *Mankind at the crossroads*, etc; [1920s]; ms,
Ms Gen. 1060/75  Notes and text apparently for lectures on ‘changes in British industry since the industrial revolution’ (Lects. I-II), ‘Modern Scotland’, ‘Geographical boundaries’, and ‘central Europe’; ‘Supplementary lecture to economic geography I students on British commerce in food, manufactures, and goods of foreign and colonial origin’; a few notes on Canada; [1910s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (k 2)

Ms Gen. 1060/76  Notes regarding the rearrangement of the ordinary course in geography, 1909-10; notes for lectures on Egypt and economic geography; an index (to notebooks) relating mainly to physical geography; 3 press cuttings tipped in (dated 1922 and 1928); ms, 1 bound notebook. (k 9)

Ms Gen. 1060/77  Text and notes for lectures on economic geography, honours course, indexed on pp.100-1; two press cuttings tipped in (dated 1922); ms, 1 bound notebook. (m)

Ms Gen. 1060/78  Text and notes for lectures on Russia, with several press cuttings tipped in (dated 1914-21); ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 1)

Ms Gen. 1060/79  Text and notes for lectures on Scandinavia, Austria-Hungary, and the Balkan peninsula, with several press cuttings tipped in (dated 1915-21); ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 2)

Ms Gen. 1060/80  Text and notes for lectures on India and ‘British interests in economic settlement after the war’, with several press cuttings tipped in (dated 1920-22); ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 3)

Ms Gen. 1060/81  Text and notes for lectures on and ‘British interests in economic settlement after the war’ (continued from #80), and Australia and British South Africa (lectures dated February 1918); several press cuttings tipped in (dated 1916-21); ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 4)

Ms Gen. 1060/82  Notes and extracts from a very wide range of publications - topics include Malthus and race; several press cuttings tipped in (dated 1910-25); ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 5)

Ms Gen. 1060/83  Notes and extracts from a very wide range of publications - topics include history, and political and economic geography; a few press cuttings tipped in (dated 1918-19); ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 6)

Ms Gen. 1060/84  Notes and extracts from a very wide range of publications - mainly historical and economic geography, [c1916-17]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 7)

Ms Gen. 1060/85  Notes and extracts from a very wide range of publications on economic geography (some notes dated 1914); notes relating to revisions for the 9th edition of Chisholm’s Handbook of Commercial geography, including instructions to ‘A.B.L.’ [Miss Alice B. Lennie, Assistant]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (m 8)

Ms Gen. 1060/86  Notes and extracts from a very wide range of publications on economic geography, possibly relating to revisions for the 9th edition of Chisholm’s Commercial geography; some tables of UK trade statistics in another hand;
Ms Gen. 1060/87 Notes, data, and extracts from publications on economic geography (mainly relating to the 1870s and 1880s); ms, 1 bound notebook. (?M)

Ms Gen. 1060/88 Notes and extracts from a very wide range of publications; some notes on botany; [?c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^0)

Ms Gen. 1060/89 Notes and extracts from a very wide range of geographical publications; [?c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^0 Bis.)

Ms Gen. 1060/90 Notes and extracts from a very wide range of geographical publications; [c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^1)

Ms Gen. 1060/91 Notes, extracts, and data, mainly on economic geography; [c1887]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^2)

Ms Gen. 1060/92 Notes and extracts from a range of geographical publications; ‘Plan for Chisholm’s Commercial geography’ (pp.387ff: plan of book ‘begun July 19, [18]96’); ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^3)

Ms Gen. 1060/93 Notes and extracts from a range of geographical publications; lists of place names; [c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^4)

Ms Gen. 1060/94 Notes, data, and extracts on agricultural production in the US, Australia, etc; [c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^5)

Ms Gen. 1060/95 Notes, data, and extracts on agricultural production, labour, climate, etc; [c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^6)

Ms Gen. 1060/96 Notes and extracts mainly on economic products; [c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^7)

Ms Gen. 1060/97 Notes, data, and extracts mainly on economic products, some in another hand; [c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^8)

Ms Gen. 1060/98 Notes on a variety of geographical topics, many possibly for ?gazetteer entries; [c1886]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^9)

Ms Gen. 1060/99 Notes and data on a variety of geographical topics, including climate; [c1886]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^4)

Ms Gen. 1060/100 Calculations and notes relating to Europe; plan for Stanford’s Europe; [c1886]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M^6)

Ms Gen. 1060/101 ‘Syllabus of lectures on physical geography’; notes and text of lectures I-III; [c1880s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (PG1)

Ms Gen. 1060/102 Text of a lecture on botany; calculations concerning commercial geography; [c1886]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (?M 2)

Ms Gen. 1060/103 ‘References to illustrations’: notes on a variety of geographical topics; [c1880s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M ?8)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ms Gen. 1060/104</th>
<th>Notes and extracts on botany, education, and geography; [c1880s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/105</td>
<td>Notes and extracts on natural history, especially botany; [?c1880s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/106</td>
<td>Plan of sections of chapters for Stanford’s <em>Europe</em>; notes relating to European geography; [c1880s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/107</td>
<td>Notes and extracts on geography and natural history; [?c1880s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/108</td>
<td>Various statistical calculations relating to European countries; various notes on schools, commercial geography, etc; [c1880s]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/109</td>
<td>Notes and extracts on geographical topics; [c1884]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/110</td>
<td>Notes and extracts on geographical topics; [c1884]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (M 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/111</td>
<td>Extracts from a wide variety of publications; [c1915]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/112</td>
<td>Extracts from publications on various topics, including the tropics and race; [c1915]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/113</td>
<td>Extracts from publications on various topics, including references on ‘economic ethnology’, with a few press cuttings tipped in; [c1915] ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/114</td>
<td>Extracts from publications on various topics; [c1918]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/115</td>
<td>‘Economic Geography II. Syllabus’; many notes on various topics in commercial geography; ‘Essay subjects, Summer [19]20’ (p.414); 1 press cutting tipped in (dated 1920); ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/116</td>
<td>Extracts from publications on various topics, including reference to ‘economic ethnology’; [c1920]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/117</td>
<td>Extracts from various publications, mainly on economic geography; [c1920]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/118</td>
<td>Extracts from various publications on a variety of topics; 2 press cuttings tipped in; [c1920]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/119</td>
<td>Extracts from publications on various topics, including India and race; references on ‘economic ethnology’ (dated 1924); ms, 1 bound notebook. (N 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Gen. 1060/120</td>
<td>Notes and instructions (dated 1920-21) to assistants (including Mrs Hardie and Miss Lennie) concerning the preparation of a new edition of Chisholm’s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Handbook of Commercial geography; calculations and notes concerning commercial geography; ms, 1 bound notebook. (N9)

Ms Gen. 1060/121  ‘Notes bearing upon religion’ (extracts from publications); [nd]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (I A)

Ms Gen. 1060/122  Extracts and notes (dated 1925 - Jan 1930) on various topics, including spelling reform, Scotland, and world unity; ms, 1 bound notebook. (P) (127)

Ms Gen. 1060/123  Notes on various geographical topics, arranged alphabetically; details of corrections and progress of Chisholm’s School geography; [c1885]; ms, 1 bound notebook. (?F)

Ms Gen. 1060/124  Notes on botany, arranged alphabetically; diary detailing progress during 1895 of, and queries regarding, Chisholm’s Gazetteer (1895); ms, 1 bound notebook. (Bot.)


Ms Gen. 1060/126  Text and notes for a lecture on ‘Nansen’s Polar Voyage ‘93-96’, with details of slides shown; [c1897]; ms, 1 bound notebook, covers detached, in envelope.

Ms Gen. 1060/127  Extracts from Nansen’s account of his polar voyage; [c1897]; ms, 11 cards in envelope.

Ms Gen. 1060/128  ‘Appendix’ to Chisholm’s Handbook of commercial geography (1922); printed, wrappers. (2 copies.)

Ms Gen. 1060/129  Notes for Lectures I-X in the series ‘Openings for British trade, Part I’, with lists of slides shown; [c1899]; ms, 1 bound notebook.

Ms Gen. 1060/130  Notes, extracts, and references on a wide variety of topics; [c1925-28]; ms, loose leaf binder.

Ms Gen. 1060/131  Notes and extracts from publications on a wide variety of topics; [c1925-28]; ms, loose leaf binder.

Ms Gen. 1060/132  Notes containing record of the 1912 Transcontinental Excursion celebrating the 50th anniversary of the founding of the American Geographical Society. Chisholm was one of three British geographers nominated by the Royal Geographical Society, part of an exclusive party of 43 European geographers, who traversed the USA for some 8 weeks covering around 21,000 km in a trip that highlighted facets of the geography of the USA and demonstrated the growing status of American academic geography. As well as recording details of the physical and human geography of the USA, the contents give an idea of the contested methodology of the subject between the differing national schools of geography represented. Lists of books recommended are noted, as are photographs taken; [c1912]; ms, 1 bound notebook [brought by Kenneth Maclean, 14 April 2011].